INDIVIDUALIZED THERAPIES
THROUGH NOVEL DIAGNOSTICS

WHO WE ARE

The Companion Diagnostics Network is a high performance network of

- diagnostics providers
- device manufacturers
- leading research institutes
- clinics and medical laboratories
- expert partners

in the Berlin-Brandenburg region and beyond. Together we develop and manufacture innovative in-vitro diagnostic solutions for personalized medicine.

The network covers the complete value-added chain of in-vitro diagnostics. Each of our network partners has extensive knowledge and long standing expertise in its special field. For this reason, we are able to offer you a broad range of high-quality services and products.

Hereby, we specifically focus on

- multi-parametric applications (marker panels)
- point-of-care tests
- bioinformatics solutions
- internet-based platforms

YOU PROFIT FROM

- the combination of expertise of our network members
- our access to new technologies
- flexible and short decision-making processes allowing us to implement diagnostic solutions quickly and efficiently
- one contact person as general contractor to manage all your specific requests

Diagnostics from one source

The Companion Diagnostics Network offers a wide range of high-quality services and products.
YOUR PARTNER FOR PERSONALIZED MEDICINE

WE COVER THE ENTIRE VALUE-ADDED CHAIN

- design and execution of biomarker studies
- biomarker screening | biomarker validation
- genomics (DNA, RNA, epigenetics) | proteomics (peptides, proteins, antibodies) | metabolomics
- establishment and maintenance of targeted biobanks

- requirement analysis | supply of biological raw materials
- immunoassays | multiparameter and POC assays
- custom expression arrays | custom SNP panels
- tailored analysis algorithms | application specific software

- design and execution of clinical diagnostic trials
- robustness studies | user studies
- generation of CE & FDA approved software
- CE mark | FDA approval

- design and execution of clinical diagnostic trials
- marketing studies
- STARD and CLSI compliant statistics
- scientific publication

- provision of native human standard material
- establishment of proficiency tests and EQAS
- tailored detection systems | OEM production
- ELISA | beads | automated systems | PCR | expression arrays | SNP panels